
Twelve Ordinary Men 

Part 1- The Uncommon Calling  
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Introduction: For us to truly appreciate the good news as delivered by the Shilichyim (the 

Apostles) we need to see them for who they were and why Yahshua would choose ordinary 

men rather than the most skilled Torah obedient men of his day. Amazingly the twelve were 

personally chosen by Yahshua and from the beginning he knew their faults long before he 

chose them. He even knew Yahudah (Judas) the traitor but gave him all the privileges and 

blessing and just like the others he went out and saw miracles under the authority of the 

Master. Just think the fate of the entire good news rested on men whose primary 

characteristic was their commoness.  

Disciplining the Untrained 

As we study Scripture we discover just how extremely short the Taught ones (the Disciples) 

training was, since Yahshua had to teach them theology, the way to pray, how to forgive 

and how to serve one another with humility. He constantly needed to give them moral 

lessons teaching them things to come and sent them out to preach & heal the sick and cast 

out demons. Three of them Kepha (Peter), Ya’acov (James) & Yochanan (John) even saw him 

in his glory on the Mount of transfiguration. So, what was the final result of their training. To 

the human eye it was total failure for we read this on the night that Yahshua their great 

master was betrayed: 
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MattithYahu (Matthew) 26:56 Then all the taught ones (Disciples) left Him and fled. 

Their failure is most clearly expressed even after the resurrection and his amazing 

appearance where they were assembled revealing that they still had no direction or 

understanding of their calling for we read, after all that had happened their only desire was 

to go back to their former occupation to what seemed comfortable and be released of all 

pressure but Yahshua had an uncommon calling for them. We read in: 
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Yochanan (John) 21:3-4 Shimon Kepha (Simon Peter) said to them, “I am going to fish.” 

They said to him, “we are also coming with you. “They went out and immediately entered 

into the boat. And that night they caught none at all.4 but when it became early morning 

Yahshua stood on the beach. However, the taught ones did not know it was Yahshua.   

Surely, they are not alone in their weakness because we may feel the same way thinking 

that we can do little to change the world and bring the good news to a world in darkness 

but that is what makes this story so great. We too may not realize it but Yahshua is also 

standing on the beach waiting for us to recognize him to enter into our purpose, but we are 

distracted by the mundane in which we catch nothing of great worth. We may think we are 

very ordinary but that is exactly why Yahshua picked his Talmidim (Disciples) because they 

thought they could not do it.  Finally, being encouraged from the resurrection and being 

called once again by Yahshua they stepped back into their unique calling and were 

empowered at Shavuot (Pentecost) never again looking back. They are therefore living proof 

that the strength of Yahweh is made perfect in weakness. They were clearly not up to the 

task and Shaul (Paul) says it best in: 
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CorintYah Beyth (2 Corinthians) 12:9 And He said to me, “My empowering favour is 

sufficient for you, for My strength is made perfect in weakness. “Most gladly then, I shall 

rather boast in my weakness so that the power of Messiah might rest on me. 

Shaul (Paul) makes it abundantly clear for us as well that it is not by strength that the 

message will go out but by the power of YHWH that will rest on us when we declare the 

truth of the message.  

The Duration of Training 

What we may not realize is that if the ministry of Yahshua was three years from his 

immersion to his Resurrection the intensive time of training with his taught ones was only 

half that long. We are talking about months rather than years since we read that he finally 

selected his twelve from among the multitude of taught ones that followed him in: 
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Luke 6:12-13 And in those days it came to be that Yahshua went out to the mountains to 

pray and was spending the night in prayer to Elohim. 13 And when it became day, he 

called His taught ones (Disciples) and chose from them twelve whom He also named 

emissaries.  

The brevity of their training hopefully enables us to understand their failures with a bit more 

compassion, especially when we consider the length of time we have been studying 

scripture yet still we suffer from a lack of faith among many other faults. Why would 

Yahshua choose men who had no credentials from the famous schools of Hillel or Shamai 

but rather choose these few men whose backgrounds were in mundane trades and earthly 

occupations. At least 4 or more were fishermen & close friends from Kaphur Nachum 

(Capernaum) others were tradesmen, one was a Toll collector and Levi working with Rome, 

another was a Zealot a radical, determined to overthrow Rome and most were from Galil 

(Galilee) an agricultural region.  

We should never lose sight of the fact that these are men that we can so easily identify with 

since they are just like us. They were characters we can identify with. They had their faults 

as well as their occasional triumphs, and features that can cause us to like them. Not one of 

them was a renowned Scholar and were most likely total outsiders as far as the religious 

establishment is concerned. They were in no way outstanding in their understanding and 

were exceedingly prone to mistakes, misstatements, wrong attitudes, lapses of faith and 



bitter failure. Yahshua upon his resurrection also rebukes two of the taught ones as they 

travelled on the road to Amma’us with these words: 
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Luke 24:25 And Yahshua said to them, “O thoughtless ones and slow of heart to believe in 

all that the Navi’im (Prophets) have spoken. 

It is to these that the hope of the uncommon calling was assigned. For all intents & purposes 

their calling seemed to be a dismal failure. The strategy of the Master sounds risky to the 

extreme in terms of applying this call to these grossly flawed small group of men. What even 

makes it worse is that after an entire night of prayer to Elohim Yahshua chooses them and 

even one of them is so devilish as to betray the Master himself. If we did not know the end 

of the story we might think this was totally hopeless and ill-advised.  However, the ways of 

Yahweh are not our ways just like the death of Yahshua seemed to them to be the end of all 

things, but it also was an unrecognized Mystery for we read: 
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CorintYah Aleph (1 Corinthians) 2:7 We speak the wisdom of Elohim the hidden wisdom 

which Elohim ordained before the ages for our esteem, 8 which none of the rulers of this 

age knew; for had they known, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory. 

The Royal Choice: 

In fact, the Messiah was in total possession of his divine wisdom even if no one could see it 

as it is today. He is choosing us from among all the people to bring his full truth to the 

Nations. Who are we really? We are often at odds with each other, but yet the mystery of 

his calling is planted within us but we need to see it. We have our problems, but Yahweh 

knows our heart and is refining us through all the brokenness to be his chosen, if we can see 

it. Do you marvel why you are called & believe but those around you just cannot see it. Truly 

we are a peculiar people to the praise of his name.  

As with this uncommon calling of these unremarkable men, the truth is that the ultimate 

success of the strategy actually depended on the work of the Ruach Ha Kodesh (the Holy 

spirit) within those men, to accomplish YHWH’s sovereign purpose. It is through those and 

us who are unremarkable that the esteem goes to Elohim alone. Shaul says this: 
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Amazingly these men were encouraged by the risen Lord to return to their calling & were 

empowered at Shavuot (Pentecost) by the Ruach Ha Kodesh (the Holy Spirit) and two 

thousand years later that work still continues to the praise of YHWH.  

Phases of the Uncommon Calling: 

How do we discern the counting the Omer or the days leading up to Shavuot (Pentecost) as 

relating to an in-depth study of this common group of men? This is the focus of this 

teaching? This may be best seen in the progressional calling by the Master over his entire 

Ministry and that will help us to see the progression that hopefully we may achieve for 

ourselves that we may serve the Master in a more meaningful way. Sadly, most people see 

this journey of counting simply as my journey to make me feel more spiritual, so I can see 

myself in a better light, but it is far from that as it should be a journey of losing oneself to 

make one more useful to the Master. Therefore, to understand this process we must finally 

look to the Talmidim (the Disciples) not merely their journey from the Resurrection but 

rather from their 1st calling: 

Phase 1: 

We read in the 1st stage of their calling that it was in fact a Conversion stage in which the 

taught ones needed to come to believe that Yahshua was indeed the promised Messiah. We 

see this powerfully displayed concerning Nathaniel in: 
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Yochanan (John) 1:47-49 Yahshua saw Nathanel coming towards Him and said of him, 

“See truly a Yisraelite in whom is no deceit!” 48 Nathanel said to him, “from where do you 

me?” Yahshua answered him “before Philip called you when you were under the fig tree, I 

saw you”. 49 Nathanel answered and said to him, “Rabbi, you are the son of Elohim! You 

are the Sovereign of Yisrael!” 

This so clearly reveals a supernatural encounter that instantly brought Nathanel to be 

converted believeing that Yahshua was the promised one. During this first stage we see the 

taught ones joining the multitude of the Disciples, but we still see them being only part time 

Disciples still intent on maintaining their work lives. 

Phase 2:    

This stage however is related to the second call but is the call to ministry. This event is best 

seen in Luke 5 by the sea of Galilee where Yahshua shows them his miraculous provision of 

fish and makes this famous call to Ministry” 
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MattithYahu (Matthew) 4:19 “Follow me and I will make you fishers of Men.”   

Phase 3: 

By this time the Talmidim (Disciples) have believed in him and Ministered with him but now 

we see a third stage in their calling which now turns towards the stage of a Shilichyim 

meaning a sent one or an Apostle. Yahshua at this point uniquely selects these twelve in 

particular and from this point they entered into a kind of internship where first they went 

out in pairs, so that they could give each other support. At this stage after a time of ministry 

in different villages they would return to the Master, a typical technique that must have 

been very common among the leading Rebbes (Teachers) of the day and he would then give 

instructions or corrections which we can discern from: 
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Luke 9:10 And the emissaries, when they had returned, related to him all they had done, 

and He took them, and they withdrew by themselves to a city called Beyth Tsaida. 

Phase 4: 

There is however a final stage which we see is very lacking in the Talmidim (Disciples) before 

the Resurrection. This Phase would finally culminate with Shavuot (Pentecost) and the 

unique Call to go to all the World. This was the call however to Martyrdom in which all of 

them bar Yochanan (John) would participate. Despite the persecution and martyrdom, they 

did fulfil the task against all odds and we can attest to the divine success of Yahshua’s 

strategy which has brought us here today and filled the world with the message of Yahshua.   

Role Models by Royal Design: 

Despite the Disciples shortcoming and knowing that they were ordinary people like us they 

triumphed against overwhelming opposition and are fitting heroes and role models for all of 

us. May the same Ruach (Spirit) of Messiah that taught them also transform us into precious 

vessels fit for the Master’s use.  
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2 Timothy 2:20-21 But in a great house there are not only vessels of gold and silver, but 

also of wood and clay, some for honour and some for dishonour. 21 Therefore if anyone 

cleanses himself from the latter, he will be a vessel for honour, sanctified and useful for 

the Master, prepared for every good work. 

In Conclusion: 

If we can begin to see the counting of the Omer, the days of preparation for receiving the 

call of YHWH on our lives as progressing through these same stages as the Disciples did then 

we may begin to see a grander purpose that will bring us to Shavuot (Pentecost) being not 

just about receiving the Torah on our hearts but more about the call of YHWH to fill the 

earth with the fragrance of his knowledge. When that is achieved we will make a dynamic 

impact on the world remembering that the fulfilment of the call can only come by the 

power of the Ruach Ha Kodesh but we also must be compliant and in agreement with YHWH 

in truly having compassion on the World being exceedingly passionate to see his purpose 

fulfilled. This means active participation without limits in the hope of seeing many coming to 

the faith. When we move, then the Ruach (Spirit) of Messiah will move as it did so 

powerfully in the lives of the Shilichyim (the Apostles). We can then expect to see people 

converted, healed and restored back to the magnificence of the Covenant to the Esteem of 

Yahweh the Most High and awesome Elohim. Amein.  


